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BLACK HILLS ENERGY ANNOUNCES THE EXPANSION OF THE COMPRESSED 

NATURAL GAS FUELING STATION AT ITS LINCOLN SERVICE CENTER 

Lincoln residents will have another option for CNG for vehicles 

 
LINCOLN, Neb., May 1, 2012 – Lincoln, Neb., will have a second public compressed natural gas 

fueling station to meet the growing demand for natural gas vehicles. 

The compressed natural gas fueling station at Black Hills Energy’s service center in south Lincoln 

will be expanded and when construction is finished this fall, open to the public. Public access to this 

fueling station will be in addition to fueling Black Hills Energy’s expanding fleet of natural gas vehicles 

which takes place there now. A public compressed natural gas fueling station owned and operated by the 

Lincoln Airport Authority opened at the Lincoln Airport in October. 

Black Hills Energy will own and operate the expanded CNG fueling station at its facility at 1600 

Windhoek Dr. As the provider of natural gas service in Lincoln, it also provides natural gas to the CNG 

fueling station. 

Funding for the public CNG fueling station is an investment of Black Hills Energy and an U.S. 

Department of Energy award. The DOE award is part of an American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 

grant administered by the Metropolitan Energy Center through the Kansas City Regional Clean Cities 

Coalition. 

“The demand for natural gas vehicles in Lincoln, and the requisite compressed natural gas fueling 

stations to fuel them, is rapidly increasing,” said Black Hills Energy Customer Relations Manager Paul 

Cammack. “More owners of fleets in the city are converting their vehicles to natural gas or considering 

it. We intend to meet the needs of consumers who want natural gas as an alternative fuel for their 

vehicles. Owning or operating a natural gas vehicle in Lincoln will become a more viable option once 

our station opens.” 

– more – 
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Natural gas as a vehicle fuel is especially affordable now. The price at the airport’s CNG station is 

$1.93 per gasoline gallon equivalent. Supplies of natural gas are currently abundant, and natural gas is 

domestically produced and environmentally friendly. 

 

ABOUT BLACK HILLS/NEBRASKA GAS UTILITY COMPANY, LLC 
D/B/A BLACK HILLS ENERGY  
Black Hills Energy serves 196,000 natural gas customers in 106 eastern Nebraska communities. Black Hills Energy is a 
subsidiary of Black Hills Corp., a diversified energy company with a tradition of exemplary service and a vision to be the 
energy partner of choice. Black Hills Corp. is based in Rapid City, S.D., with corporate offices in Denver and Papillion, Neb. 
Black Hills Corp. serves 765,000 natural gas and electric utility customers in Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Montana, Nebraska, 
South Dakota and Wyoming, and its non-regulated businesses generate wholesale electricity and produce natural gas, oil and 
coal. Black Hills’ 2,000 employees partner to produce results that are improving life with energy. More information is available 
at www.blackhillscorp.com. 
 

About Kansas City Regional Clean Cities Coalition and U.S. DOE 
Administered by Metropolitan Energy Center, MEC, the Kansas City Regional Clean Cities Coalition is a public-private 
partnership among fleet managers and manufacturers, vendors, and service providers in the alternative fuel industry. Kansas 
City’s regional coalition is a proud partner with the U.S. Department of Energy’s Clean Cities Program since 1998. Clean 
Cities’ vision is energy independence and cleaner air through clean fuels and advanced vehicles adoption. The coalition 
administers more than $35 million in clean transportation projects in Kansas, Missouri, and Nebraska. In 2009, the U.S. DOE 
awarded MEC $15 million, funded by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, to deploy more than 350 alternative fuel 
and advanced technology vehicles and install or upgrade alternative refueling at more than 30 locations in the Coalition’s 3-
state region. The grant, U.S. DOE award DE-EE0002538, provided funding for expanding Black Hills Energy’s public 
compressed natural gas fueling station. For more information about MEC and the Coalition see www.kcenergy.org. 
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